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Antiviral drugs designed to accelerate viral mutation rates can
drive a viral population to extinction in a process called lethal
mutagenesis. One suchmolecule is 5,6-dihydro-5-aza-2′-deoxycytidine
(KP1212), a selective mutagen that induces A-to-G and G-to-A muta-
tions in the genome of replicating HIV. The mutagenic property of
KP1212 was hypothesized to originate from its amino–imino tautom-
erism, which would explain its ability to base pair with either G or A.
To test the multiple tautomer hypothesis, we used 2D IR spectros-
copy, which offers subpicosecond time resolution and structural sen-
sitivity to distinguish among rapidly interconverting tautomers. We
identified several KP1212 tautomers and found that >60% of neutral
KP1212 is present in the enol–imino form. The abundant proportion
of this traditionally rare tautomer offers a compelling structure-based
mechanism for pairing with adenine. Additionally, the pKa of KP1212
was measured to be 7.0, meaning a substantial population of KP1212
is protonated at physiological pH. Furthermore, the mutagenicity of
KP1212 was found to increase dramatically at pH <7, suggesting
a significant biological role for the protonated KP1212 molecules.
Overall, our data reveal that the bimodal mutagenic properties of
KP1212 result from its unique shape shifting ability that utilizes both
tautomerization and protonation.
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viral decay acceleration
The high mutation rate of viruses enables rapid evolution inresponse to environmental pressures, but also results in
substantial genetic risk. If the replication error rate exceeds the
“error catastrophe limit,” no viable progeny can be sustained and
the viral population collapses (1). Based on this concept, an
antiviral therapeutic strategy known as lethal mutagenesis seeks
to extinguish viruses by elevating their already high mutation
rates above the error catastrophe limit, while minimizing toxicity
or mutagenicity to the host organism (2–4). Viral ablation by
lethal mutagenesis has been demonstrated to occur when viruses
are replicated in the presence of mutagenic nucleoside analogs
that can be incorporated into viral genomes (4). Examples in-
clude 5-hydroxy-2′-deoxycytidine (5-OH-dC) (4–6) and 5,6-
dihydro-5-aza-2′-deoxycytidine (KP1212) (7–10) against HIV,
ribavirin against Hepatitis C virus (11), and T-705 against in-
fluenza virus (12). Despite the promise of lethal mutagenesis as
a universal antiviral strategy, its underlying molecular mecha-
nism has been elusive.
This study addresses the molecular mechanism of mutagenesis
of KP1212 (Fig. 1A), a dC analog that has been shown to cause
A-to-G and G-to-A mutations in biochemical and cell culture
studies (7–9, 13) and a Phase IIa clinical trial (10). The leading
proposal, the rare tautomer hypothesis, states that KP1212 exists
in multiple tautomeric forms (Fig. 1B) and each tautomer dis-
plays distinct base-pairing preferences during replication, leading
eventually to the observed mutations (8, 10). This explanation is
supported by our recent study, which showed a 10% G-to-A
mutation exclusively at the site opposite a single KP1212 base
that was introduced site-specifically into a viral vector replicating
in Escherichia coli (13). We also observed multiple KP1212
tautomers at −50 °C in dimethylformamide (DMF) (13); how-
ever, a detailed characterization of the tautomeric equilibrium
under physiological conditions is lacking, hindering further testing
of the tautomer hypothesis.
Although the rare tautomer hypothesis for spontaneous
mutations was suggested long ago (14, 15), detecting minor
tautomers of nucleobases under physiological conditions has
proven difficult. High structural sensitivity and sufficiently high
time resolution are required to distinguish tautomers that may
exchange as fast as nanoseconds (16). Therefore, NMR—a method
with a millisecond time resolution—cannot separate short-lived
species and offers only an exchange-averaged characterization of
the structure (17). By contrast, vibrational spectroscopy is more
promising due to its structural sensitivity and picosecond time res-
olution (18, 19). For example, Raman spectroscopy of 5-OH-dC
(also a G-to-A mutagen) was used to identify a <1% population
of the anionic imino–keto tautomer at high pH, which was pro-
posed to base pair with adenine (19). Nevertheless, even when
using vibrational spectroscopy, tautomers remain difficult to sep-
arate due to peak overlap and uncertainty in peak assignments.
Ultrafast 2D IR spectroscopy can correlate the structural or-
igin of different vibrational resonances in a congested IR vibrational
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spectrum, thereby offering unambiguous peak assignments and
resolving structural isomers in a mixture (20). Our recent
experiments on pyridone derivatives demonstrated that 2D IR
can distinguish their lactam and lactim tautomers (21) and
measure their tautomerization kinetics (16). Here, combining IR
spectroscopy, 2D IR, and density functional theory (DFT) cal-
culations, we identify the presence of multiple KP1212 tautomers
in aqueous solution at physiological temperatures. Unexpectedly,
we find that the dominant species is the enol–imino form. Enol
tautomers can in principle base pair with adenine better than the
canonical keto–amino form, supporting the hypothesis that tau-
tomerism underlies the lethally mutagenic properties of KP1212.
Furthermore we reveal the pKa of KP1212 as 7.0, indicating that
protonated KP1212 is simultaneously present alongside the
neutral tautomers at physiological pH. The consequences are
significant as evidenced by the increasing percentage of adenine
incorporated opposite KP1212 by a replicating polymerase at pH
<7. The discovery of the mutagenicity of protonated KP1212
offers a strategy for fine-tuning the mutagenesis of nucleoside
analogs by adjusting their pKas, which could enable the de-
velopment of the next-generation lethal mutagens for combating
a variety of viral diseases.
Results
Extracting the pKa of KP1212 from FTIR Spectra. Because tautomeri-
zation is closely related to the molecule’s protonation state, we first
characterized the pKa of KP1212 by measuring the FTIR spectra
between pH* 1.6 and 13.9. The pH* notation refers to direct pH
meter readings for deuterated water solutions (not corrected, see SI
Appendix), because D2O was used to remove interference from the
H2O bend absorption at 1,650 cm
−1. The pH-dependent FTIR
spectra of KP1212 (Fig. 2A) display intricate behavior in the in-plane
base vibration region from 1,450 to 1,750 cm−1, which contains the
carbonyl stretches (1,630–1,750 cm−1) and the combinations of C=C
stretching, C=N stretching, and ND2 bending (1,450–1,650 cm
−1).
Even though KP1212 nucleoside lacks phosphate groups, previous
studies have shown that phosphate groups do not alter the in-plane
base vibrations (22).
We analyzed the pH-dependent spectra using singular value
decomposition (SVD), which linearly decomposes these spectra
into basis spectra that share common pH dependence (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S1). Fitting the population of these spectra revealed
pKas at 7.0 and 13.4. We applied a matrix transformation to the
first three SVD components to reconstruct the spectra and
pH-dependent populations for protonated, neutral, and depro-
tonated KP1212 (Fig. 2 B–E). The pKa1 at 7.0 corresponds to
protonation of KP1212, and is significantly higher than that of
dC (pKa = 4.3 at N3 atom) (19). This value could be even higher
as pKas of some nucleosides have been found to increase when
converted to nucleotides (23). The presence of the 1,703-cm−1
mode suggests that protonated KP1212 is in the keto form
because a similar high-frequency C=O stretch has been observed
for protonated cytidine 5′-monophosphate (CMP) (Fig. 2C). The
pKa2 at 13.4 reports on deprotonation; the formation of enolate
ions is revealed by the complete loss of the C=O stretch. The
neutral spectrum is more complicated as neutral KP1212 can
interconvert among the five tautomers by keto–enol or amino–
imino tautomerization (Fig. 1B). Also, cis- and trans-imine iso-
mers may be present. Although the canonical form of dC is the
keto–amino tautomer, which features a strong C=O peak at
1,651 cm−1 (Fig. 2D), the spectrum of neutral KP1212 shows only
one peak above 1,650 cm−1, whose weak intensity compared with
that of CMP indicates a strongly reduced keto population.
Identifying Distinct KP1212 Tautomers Using 2D IR Spectroscopy. To
assist in assigning and separating tautomers, we acquired 2D IR
spectra of KP1212 at different pH* and temperatures (Fig. 3).
Analogous to 2D NMR spectroscopy, 2D IR employs sequences
of ultrafast IR pulses to excite molecular vibrations and detect
the energy flow to other vibrations. The diagonal features in
a 2D IR spectrum correspond to IR absorption peaks in the
FTIR spectrum. Each peak consists of a doublet with a positive
(red) peak at the FTIR frequency and a down-shifted negative
(blue) peak from induced absorption. Off-diagonal cross-peaks
correlate the excitation (ω1) and detection (ω3) frequencies and
encode vibrational couplings. Previous studies of DNA bases and
base analogs demonstrated that the in-plane stretching vibrations
for these species are always strongly coupled, leading to sharp
cross-peaks between all resonances for a given base (24). There-
fore, the cross-peak patterns allow for separation of different
tautomers (21).
The 2D IR spectrum of KP1212 at 37 °C and pH* 7.9 (Fig. 3D)
shows a pronounced grid of cross-peaks between the three low-
frequency modes at 1,529, 1,572, and 1,612 cm−1, indicating that
these vibrations originate from the same molecular species. In
contrast, the carbonyl peak at 1,662 cm−1 does not have cross-
peaks to these three lower-frequency modes, suggesting that this
vibration is due to a chemically distinct species. This is in sharp
contrast with the 2D IR spectrum of CMP (Fig. 3B), in which
Fig. 1. (A) Structure of 2′-deoxycytidine and KP1212 in the keto–amino
form. (B) Structure of the base portion of five possible neutral KP1212 tautomers.
Only cis-imino tautomers are shown, but the trans forms are also possible.
Fig. 2. (A) pH-dependent FTIR spectra of KP1212 from pH* = 1.6 (red) to
13.9 (blue) at 25 °C. (B) Populations of protonated, neutral, and deproto-
nated KP1212 as a function of pH* obtained from the first three components
of SVD analysis. The solid lines show fits of the Henderson–Hasselbalch
equation with pKa1 and pKa2 (see SI Appendix for details). (C–E) SVD
reconstructed IR spectra representative for the protonated, neutral, and
deprotonated KP1212 spectra. The gray curves in C and D are the experi-
mental FTIR spectra of CMP at pH* 1.6 and 7.4, respectively.
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cross-peaks between all of the diagonal peaks occur. Because
of the characteristic carbonyl stretch frequency, we assign the
1,662-cm−1 mode of KP1212 to a keto C=O vibration, and the
three lower-frequency modes to enol tautomers. Further evi-
dence for this assignment comes from low pH* spectra. At
pH* = 1, the 2D IR spectrum of KP1212 resembles that of CMP
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2), indicating that both protonated bases are
only in the keto–amino form. Because of the pKa1 value of 7.0,
KP1212 exists as a mixture of protonated and neutral forms in
the physiological pH range of 6–8. The IR spectra at pH* 6.6
(Fig. 3 E and F) show that compared with pH* 7.9, the pro-
tonated keto population is elevated as highlighted by the pink
grids in Fig. 3F. The remaining neutral KP1212 population is
distributed between the keto and enol tautomers, as shown by the
presence of the multiple modes with frequencies <1,640 cm−1.
The temperature dependence of the KP1212 spectra (Fig. 3 C
and E) also provides strong evidence for the existence of mul-
tiple tautomers. Unlike the FTIR of CMP (Fig. 3A), which shows
marginal thermal changes, the KP1212 spectra display marked
temperature dependence such as peak shift, intensity variation,
and clear isosbestic points, especially at pH* 6.6. At pH* 7.9, the
keto population increases with increasing temperature. A two-
state model that considers only the broader categories of keto
and enol species was used to analyze the spectra and obtain the
thermodynamic parameters (SI Appendix, Fig. S3), which revealed
that 66% of KP1212 species are enol tautomer at 37 °C. At pH* 6.6,
KP1212 is substantially protonated in the keto form, whose pop-
ulation drops with temperature. Simultaneously, the neutral enol
tautomer gains in population, reflecting that the temperature-
dependent spectra largely report on protonation of KP1212. A
two-state model was used to approximate the temperature de-
pendence of pKa (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). A minimal 0.18-unit
decrease in pKa from 25 °C to 37 °C was determined and is
similar to reported values of canonical bases (25).
Peak Assignments Based on DFT Calculations. To assign vibrational
modes to specific tautomers, we calculated the IR absorption
spectra for the five tautomers shown in Fig. 1B using DFT
calculations of harmonic vibrations [Becke, three-parameter,
Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP) functional with 6-31G(d,p) basis set].
Similar to previous observations (21, 26), we found it necessary
to include enough explicit water molecules in these calculations
to hydrate solvation sites that contain or accept labile hydrogens
(SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Fig. 4 displays the calculated IR absorp-
tion spectra with five explicit water molecules, for which we
believe that vibrational frequencies within ±30 cm−1 can be used
for assigning tautomers. For protonated KP1212, the calculated
spectrum of the keto–amino form matches well with the exper-
imental spectrum (Fig. 2C), in agreement with our tautomer
assignment. A more detailed analysis of ionized KP1212 is pre-
sented in SI Appendix, Fig. S7.
For neutral KP1212, qualitative similarities between calcu-
lated and experimental spectra support the separation of spectra
into keto and enol species. In particular, the triplet pattern of the
Fig. 3. Variable temperature FTIR spectra and 2D IR spectra with perpendicular polarization. (A and B) Spectra of CMP at pH* 7.4. (C and D) Spectra of
KP1212 at pH* 7.9. (E and F) Spectra of KP1212 at pH* 6.6. (G and H) Zoom-in view of the 2D IR spectra of KP1212 at pH* 8.9 in the C=O region at 80 °C (G),
and in the enol vibration region at 4 °C (H). Grids are drawn connecting the positive cross-peaks to emphasize connectivity.
Fig. 4. DFT calculated IR spectra for KP1212 tautomers with five explicit
water molecules. The frequencies have been scaled by 0.9614 and σ = 5-cm−1
Gaussian broadening has been applied. Spectra for the cis- and trans-imino
isomers are plotted with solid and dashed lines, respectively. Calculations for
other ionic species are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S7.
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cis-enol–imino (cis-EI) spectrum at 1,502, 1,537, and 1,591 cm−1
matches qualitatively with the peak positions in the 1,500–1,620-cm−1
region of the experimental spectra (blue grids in Fig. 3D). Al-
though neither the cis- nor trans-isomer calculations predict
the experimentally observed intensity pattern, we find that the
calculated intensities are more easily influenced by solvent struc-
tural details than frequencies. Keto–amino-N3 (KA-N3) and keto–
imino (KI) calculations both predict two transitions >1,600 cm−1.
Keto–amino-N5 (KA-N5) is the only keto tautomer predicted to
have a strong transition near 1,550 cm−1, which should result in
a strong cross-peak from ∼1,550 cm−1 to the C=O stretch. Such
a cross-peak is not observed in experimental spectra of the un-
charged KP1212, meaning that if any KA-N5 is present, its pop-
ulation fraction is estimated to be <5%.
Assignment of minor tautomers requires careful analysis of 2D
lineshape contours, which we performed at pH* 8.9 to eliminate
contributions from the protonated KP1212. Detailed lineshape
analysis and spectral simulations are presented in SI Appendix,
Figs. S8–S12. We present zoom-ins of the keto and enol regions
in Fig. 3 G and H. Fig. 3G shows that the C=O peak at 80 °C is
about two times broader than that of CMP (Fig. 3B) and exceeds
typical broadening due to solvent hydrogen bonding (27), im-
plying the presence of two overlapped keto transitions from
separate tautomers (21). Whereas changing solvation state can
lead to frequency shift and peak broadening, the appearance of
a new tautomer leads to a distinct cross-peak pattern (21). A
cross-peak from the C=O stretch to a weak peak between 1,620
and 1,640 cm−1 (only observed at higher temperatures) is sug-
gested by a ridge extending along ω1 at ω3 = 1,675 cm−1. This
pair of peaks could be attributed to either KI or KA-N3. The
C=O frequency of N3-methylcytidine, which adopts the keto–
imino form, is blue-shifted to ∼1,670 cm−1 (19). Combining this
observation with our DFT calculations, which predict a larger
peak splitting for KI than for KA-N3, we conclude that the 1,675-
cm−1 peak corresponds to the C=O stretch of the KI tautomer.
As a result, the dominant 1,662-cm−1 peak at lower temperature
corresponds to KA-N3.
Whereas EI emerges from the data as the dominant species,
a closer look at the enol region of the 2D IR spectrum shows the
presence of multiple species. In Fig. 3D, the position of negative
and positive peaks does not align on the same vertical excitation
frequency (e.g., ω1 ∼ 1,530 cm−1), indicating multiple species in
the sample. Because the imino tautomers can be either in the
trans- or cis form, and the variations in frequency of their vibrational
transitions are on the order of the vibrational linewidths, the ob-
served broad peaks may be explained by a superposition of these
isomers (e.g., feature 1 in Fig. 3H). Similarly, the enol–amino (EA)
tautomer may be present in a small proportion. Calculated EA
spectrum also has a three-peak pattern like EI, but with a blue-
shifted ring mode at 1,631 cm−1. The 2D IR spectrum at 4 °C and
pH* 8.9 shows an additional weak diagonal peak at 1,638 cm−1
(feature 2 in Fig. 3H). Moreover, ω1 frequency slice (SI Appendix,
Fig. S10) suggests a cross-peak (at 1,638 cm−1, 1,529 cm−1)—a peak
pattern that resembles the calculated EA spectrum. The populations
of the minor tautomers such asKI and EA are estimated to be ∼5%
based on spectral simulation shown in SI Appendix.
The combination of the experimental constraints from 2D IR
spectra and the DFT calculations provides consistent evidence
that under physiological conditions, KP1212 exists as an en-
semble of varying structures including ionic and tautomeric
species. Protonated KP1212 is primarily in the keto–amino form
and neutral KP1212 adopts multiple tautomers with the enol–
imino tautomer being the dominant species.
pH-Dependent Mutagenicity and DNA Stability. Because the pKa of
KP1212 is unusually high at 7.0, a substantial proportion of
KP1212 is protonated at physiological pH. This suggests that
both neutral and cationic forms of KP1212 should be considered
when examining its biological consequences. To investigate, we
first measured the in vivo mutagenicity of KP1212 as a function
of pH from pH 6.0 (predominantly protonated) to pH 8.0
(predominantly neutral). A primer extension reaction was car-
ried out using the Klenow exo- polymerase on an M13 ssDNA
genomic template containing a single KP1212 base at a defined
site. The newly synthesized strand was specifically PCR amplified
and then the base placed across the KP1212 site was quantified
using the previously published restriction endonuclease and
postlabeling (REAP) assay (28). KP1212 paired ∼10% of the
time with A and 90% of the time with G around pH 8 (Fig. 5A).
As the pH dropped, the type of mutation remained the same, but
the percentage of inserted A increased strikingly reaching ∼50%
at pH 5.9. This result underscores the complexity of the KP1212
mutagenesis mechanism and, more specifically, it spotlights the
importance of the protonated version of the nucleoside.
Additionally, we examined the stability of KP1212 pairing with
G and A at different pHs, as evidenced by the melting temper-
atures (Tm) of 16mer oligonucleotides containing KP1212 (or
dC) at the ninth position. The complementary strands were
designed with either G or A opposite the ninth base. Fig. 5B
displays the Tm of the four duplexes from pH 6–8.5. The Tm of
the C•G duplex control was relatively unaffected by pH. The
C•A duplex, featuring a mismatched pair in the middle of the
duplex, had a considerably lower Tm by ∼10 °C at high pH.
However, as the pH decreased below 7, the Tm of the C•A du-
plex increased, suggesting the formation of a stabilizing in-
teraction, for example the wobble base pair proposed between C
and protonated A (25). The K•G duplex (where “K” refers to
KP1212) exhibited stability comparable with the C•G duplex at
pH ≥7.0 but was destabilized at lower pH. The K•A duplex had
a Tm trend similar to the C•A duplex with a smaller increase in
Tm approaching pH 6.0. The progressive stabilization of the K•A
duplex and destabilization of the K•G duplex as pH decreased
from 8.0 to 6.0 is consistent with the increase in G-to-A muta-
tions at lower pH.
Discussion
Mutagenicity of Neutral KP1212. Although minor tautomers of
nucleobases have been proposed to form mismatched base pairs
and cause spontaneous mutations (14, 15, 29), their low abun-
dance and fast exchange rates make it challenging to obtain
Fig. 5. (A) Percentage of base placed opposite KP1212 at different pHs during
an in vitro primer extension reaction. A long primer containing a unique, non-
complementary overhang is annealed to a circular, single-strandedM13 genomic
template containing single KP1212 base (the red lollipop) at a specific site, and
extended by the Klenow fragment exo- polymerase. The newly synthesized
strand is then PCR amplified, and analyzed using the REAP assay. Each data point
is an average of three independent measurements, with 1 SD error bars. (B) The
melting temperature of DNA duplexes in phosphate buffer solutions at pH
6.0–8.5. Base X is either C (closed symbols) or KP1212 (open symbols). Base Y is
either G (blue curves) or A (red curves). Each data point is an average of three
independent measurements, with less than 0.5 °C SD (not shown for clarity).
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structural evidence for their role in mismatch events. The pres-
ent work demonstrates that 2D IR spectroscopy is effective at
probing the population distribution and thermodynamics of
nucleic acid tautomers. We provide evidence of the existence of
multiple tautomers for KP1212 and show that the traditionally
rare enol–imino tautomer is the major species under physiological
conditions. We also report that pH-dependent mutagenesis and the
Tm of DNA oligonucleotides containing KP1212 are both corre-
lated with the degree of KP1212 protonation.
A number of possibilities exist for the mechanism by which
KP1212 induces G-to-A mutations. Among the various factors
that influence base pair stability, notably hydrogen bond for-
mation, base pair geometry, and base stacking, we first consider
how neutral KP1212 may doubly or triply H-bond with canonical
DNA purine bases. Although KP1212 was believed to be pre-
dominantly in the KA-N5 tautomeric form and pair with G in
a Watson–Crick (WC) geometry (Fig. 6A), our results reveal the
presence of multiple tautomers which could potentially pair with
G or mispair with A. The keto–amino tautomer KA-N3 can pair
with G in a wobble arrangement by shifting H-bond registry by 1
(Fig. 6B). More importantly, under physiological conditions the
dominant enol–imino tautomer can potentially base pair with A
in the wobble position (Fig. 6D). Although in low abundance, the
other observed enol tautomer EA could pair with A in the same
configuration (Fig. 6E). Each of these K•A pairs offers an ex-
planation for the role of tautomerism in KP1212’s promiscuous
base-pairing ability and mutagenicity.
The keto–imino tautomer was proposed to explain the muta-
genicity of KP1212 as shown in Fig. 6C (7, 9). However, the KI
population was found to be small and only detectable at elevated
temperatures, making it less likely to contribute to KP1212s
mutagenicity compared with the abundant EI tautomer. Al-
though the proposed schemes for the enol tautomers (Fig. 6 D
and E) are not WC base pairs, the wobble configuration is also
a common structural motif and exhibits comparable stability
(30). For instance, crystal structures of a wobble G•T mismatch
within a polymerase have been reported (31). However, the low
Tm of the K•A duplex (Fig. 5B) suggests that the K•A base pair
may only be stabilized at the active site of the polymerase.
Tautomeric Distribution and Mutagenicity. Whereas the high pop-
ulation of EI—a presumed base-pairing partner for A—clearly
indicates KP1212’s elevated mutation propensity, these solution
measurements alone are not a basis for quantitatively predicting
the G-to-A mutation rate when KP1212 is present in the tem-
plate strand. We previously used the tautomer distribution
obtained in DMF and a limited set of base-pairing schemes to
explain the final incorporation rate of A (13); however, given the
altered tautomeric equilibrium shown here in aqueous solution,
additional factors should be considered. First, if the tautomer
exchange rate is slower than the DNA synthesis steps, the mu-
tagenicity should be governed by the tautomeric equilibrium;
alternatively, if the exchange rate is faster, the less-populated
KP1212 tautomers could be transiently stabilized during nucle-
otide incorporation. Similar to our previous work on nucleobase
analogs (16), temperature-jump experiments revealed ∼20-ns re-
laxation rates (SI Appendix, Fig. S15). The fast time scale sug-
gests that the latter case should apply to KP1212 and hence the
tautomeric distribution is not a direct measure of mutation rates.
Another consideration is that the spectroscopic work was per-
formed on the free nucleoside whereas the mutation rates reflect
the properties of KP1212 in DNA oligonucleotides. However,
ongoing investigation has revealed similar tautomeric distributions,
including the enol dominance, for KP1212 in free solution and in
DNA oligomers (SI Appendix, Fig. S16).
The ability of KP1212 to select different base-pairing partners
during replication is exemplified in Fig. 6. Yet, knowing the fast
interconversion of tautomers, we now have to consider a wider
range of base-pairing options, which may involve cis-/trans-
isomerization of the imine bond, anti–syn rotamerism of the
base, or rotation of the enol hydroxyl group, as shown in SI
Appendix, Fig. S13. Overall, the canonical keto–amino forms are
proposed to pair exclusively with G, whereas the KI, EA, and EI
tautomers may pair with either A or G. Finally, base in-
corporation in a DNA polymerase involves a change in solvation
patterns and electrostatics which could alter the tautomeric
distribution. To this effect, IR spectra of KP1212 recorded in
the aprotic solvent dimethyl sulfoxide showed that the keto
population increased while still preserving some enol tautomers
(SI Appendix, Fig. S17). Even though determining the mutation
rate directly from the tautomeric distribution remains a chal-
lenging task, the present study shows that the high fraction of
enol species in solution and in a KP1212 oligomer correlates with
the high G-to-A mutation rate, therefore providing compelling
structural evidence for the tautomer hypothesis.
Mutagenicity of Protonated KP1212. The evolutionary optimal pKa
values of canonical nucleobases are thought to be far from 7 to
prevent the base pair ambiguity that may come from ionization
(32). In contrast, KP1212, having a pKa near neutrality, is sig-
nificantly protonated at physiological pH. The enhanced muta-
genicity of protonated KP1212 raises additional mechanistic
questions. Our results show that positively charged KP1212
adopts a protonated keto–amino form, which can pair with G in
a wobble configuration (Fig. 6F) but cannot form more than one
H bond with A.
Fig. 6. Proposed models to explain the G-to-A mutation induced by neutral (A–E) or protonated KP1212 (F–I). These schemes are examples illustrating that
KP1212 tautomers can pair with either G or A, but other base pair geometries are also possible (SI Appendix, Figs. S13 and S14). (G) Protonated KP1212 flips
out to create an abasic site-like intermediate, and the polymerase follows the A rule to insert A opposite KP1212.
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As the mutagenicity of protonated KP1212 is insufficiently
explained by its predominant tautomeric form, we propose three
other models by which the polymerase replicates across the lesion.
One possibility involves the “A rule,” where a polymerase rep-
licating across a bulky damaged base or an abasic site is more
likely to place an adenine in the opposing strand (33). The
charged state of KP1212 may promote its ability to flip out of the
helix stack, presenting the polymerase an intermediate struc-
ture reminiscent of an abasic site (Fig. 6G). The absence of a
K+•A base pair, however, is not consistent with the Tm mea-
surements, which show increased stability for the K•A duplex
from pH 7–6. The second possibility is that the protonated
KP1212 has a direct stabilizing interaction with A. Even though
the predominant keto–amino tautomer can only pair with G,
other isomers such as protonated enol tautomers could form two
H bonds with A, either in WC or wobble configurations as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6H and SI Appendix, Fig. S14. This interaction is
similar to previously observed C•A pairs involving the imino
tautomer of C (29). Whereas these protonated enol tautomers
do not exist in detectable amounts in free solution, they could
be transiently stabilized in the polymerase active site to allow
pairing with A. However, we do not have any direct evidence of
such a possibility. The last mechanism presumes the ability of
KP1212 to function as a general acid and protonate the incoming
adenine at N1 (Fig. 6I). Although the pKa of adenine is relatively
low (3.8), the protonated adenine forms a wobble pair with the
neutral keto–amino KP1212, and this stabilizing interaction may
shift the acid–base equilibrium. Such an interaction has been
observed for C•A+ pairs (25). Further spectroscopic and bio-
chemical work is needed to investigate these possibilities.
In summary, our studies show that both tautomerism and
protonation are essential for KP1212’s base-pairing promiscuity
and therefore high mutagenicity. At pH values where KP1212 is
uncharged, the observed G-to-A mutation patterns from in vitro,
in vivo, and clinical studies fit logically with the tautomerism
model. Our experiments establish the presence of various
KP1212 tautomers with the enol–imino isomer being the major
species, which can potentially base pair with A. Protonated
KP1212 was found to exist primarily in the keto–amino form and
exhibit even greater mutagenicity. The mode of action of KP1212
parallels that of the C•A mismatch where a minor imino tautomer
of C is involved at high pH and a protonated C•A+ pair is formed at
low pH. The difference is that KP1212’s unusually high pKa and
unique property to adopt various tautomers leads to much higher
mutation rates. The findings advance the notion that the tautomeric
equilibria and pKa of nucleobases can be engineered with thera-
peutically useful chemical modifications. Finally, this work forms
the basis for future experiments that will focus on directly observing
K•A base pairing to elucidate the mechanism of mutagenesis.
Methods
Spectroscopy. KP1212 and CMP were purchased from Berry & Associates, Inc.
and Sigma-Aldrich, respectively. The samples were used without further
purification, and were dissolved in potassium phosphate buffer in D2O at
20 mg/mL; the pH was adjusted with DCl and NaOD. Two-dimensional IR
experiments were performed following the methods described in SI Appendix.
In Vitro Mutagenesis and Melting Point Analysis. The M13 single-stranded
genomes, containing one KP1212 base at a specific site, were constructed and
purified as previously reported (13). The details of the primer extension reaction
are described in SI Appendix and the REAP assay is described in refs. 13, 28. The
16mer oligonucleotide 5′-GAAGACCTXGGCGTCC-3′, where X is KP1212, was
synthesized and purified as described previously (13). All other oligonucleotides
were from Integrated DNA Technologies. Thermal denaturation of DNA
duplexes in the presence of a saturating fluorescent dye was carried out on
a Roche LightCycler480 machine using the procedure described in SI Appendix.
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